BUSINESS AFFAIRS

FACILITIES PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION

AGREEMENT BETWEEN OWNER AND PROFESSIONAL
(FOR USE ON CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PROJECTS)
This Agreement between Owner and Professional (the “Agreement”) is made and entered into this ______ day of Month,
Year, by and between The University of Florida Board of Trustees (“Owner”) and (Name of A/E Firm), (Address of
A/E Firm), and Federal I.D. No.
(“Professional”), which is authorized to do business in Florida.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Owner solicited statements of qualifications from interested Professionals for the design of the project
described on Exhibit A (the “Project”); and
WHEREAS, based on Professional’s interview, Professional’s qualifications statement and related submissions, Owner
has selected Professional for the Project; and
WHEREAS, Owner and Professional desire to enter into this Agreement.
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the terms and conditions contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES

1.1
Definition of services. The Professional's services consist of those services performed by the Professional,
Professional's employees and Professional's consultants as enumerated in Articles 2 and 3 of this Agreement.
1.2
Project Schedule / Time of the Essence. The Professional understands and acknowledges that time is of the
essence in completion of the Project and the Owner may incur damages if the Project is not completed on time. The
Professional shall at all times carry out its duties and responsibilities as expeditiously as possible, consistent with the
level of professional skill and care required hereunder and in accordance with the Project’s design schedule set forth on
Exhibit B, subject to delays in the schedule not the fault of Professional or its consultants. The Professional represents
that it is thoroughly familiar with and understands the requirements of the Project scope and is experienced in the design
and administration of construction of building projects of the type and scope contemplated by the Owner’s Facilities
Program for the Project.
1.3
Project Team. The Professional shall use the Project Team (including any consultants) as designated in
Exhibit C. The Professional shall not remove or replace any members of the Project Team, except upon approval by the
Owner in writing based upon good cause shown. Further, if any member of the Project Team discontinues service on the
Project for any reason whatsoever, Professional shall promptly replace such team member with an individual approved by
Owner, in writing, which approval will not be unreasonably withheld.
1.4
Preparation / Sufficiency of Site. The Professional shall (i) visit and properly inspect, consistent with the
level of professional skill and care required hereunder, the Project Site and any structure(s) or other man-made features to
be modified; (ii) familiarize itself with the survey, including the location of all existing buildings, utilities, conditions,
streets, equipment, components and other attributes having or likely to have an impact on the Project; (iii) familiarize
itself with the Owner’s layout and design requirements, conceptual design objectives, and budget for the Project; (iv)
familiarize itself with pertinent Project dates and programming needs, including the Project design schedule, (v) review
and analyze all Project geotechnical, Hazardous Substances (hereinafter defined), structural, chemical, electrical,
mechanical and construction materials tests, investigations and recommendations; and (vi) gather any other information
necessary for a thorough understanding of the Project. If the Project involves modifications to any existing structure(s) or
other man-made feature(s) on the Project site, the Professional shall also review all as-built and record drawings, plans
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and specifications of which Professional has been informed by Owner about and properly inspect, as is consistent with
the level of professional skill and care required hereunder, the existing structure(s) and man-made feature(s) to identify
existing deficiencies and ascertain the specific locations of pertinent structural components.
1.5
Coordination with CM / Contract for Construction. The Professional shall perform its services in
conjunction, and coordination, with the services to be performed by the Construction Manager to be engaged by Owner.
For the Professional’s information, the Contract for Construction is defined in the Owner’s Agreement for Construction
Management Services.
1.6
Cooperation. Endeavor to develop, implement and maintain, in consultation with the Owner and construction
manager, a spirit of cooperation, collegiality, and open communication among the parties so that the goals and objectives
of each are clearly understood, potential problems are resolved promptly, and, upon completion, the Project is deemed a
success by all parties.
1.7
Correction of Errors & Omissions. The Professional shall, at no additional cost to the Owner, immediately
make additions, changes and corrections to any documents prepared by Professional necessitated by errors and omissions
in the Professional’s performance of its services.
1.8
Professional Standards. The Professional shall furnish professional services in accordance with professional
standards currently practiced by Professional firms on projects similar in size, complexity and cost to the Project.
1.9
Commissioning. The Professional shall participate in and cooperate with, design phase, construction
phase, and post-occupancy commissioning (including peer review), validation, and other third-party quality
assurance and quality control processes, if any.
ARTICLE 2
2.1

SCOPE OF PROFESSIONAL'S BASIC SERVICES

General
2.1.1
The Professional's Basic Services consist of those described in this Article 2 and as described on
Exhibit C, the Schedule of Services and Consultants. The Professional shall be responsible for all services
performed by the Professional’s consultants and shall require that the work of its consultants complies with all
of the requirements of this Agreement. Owner is an intended third party beneficiary of Professional’s contracts
with such consultants and the contracts between the Professional and such consultants shall so provide.
Furthermore, the Professional’s contracts with its consultants shall require that in the event of default under, or
termination of, this Agreement, and upon request of Owner, the Professional’s consultants will perform services
for the Owner.
2.1.2
The Professional shall perform all services in accordance with requirements of governmental agencies
having jurisdiction over the Project, the University of Florida Design and Commissioning Services Guide,
Owner’s policies and project management guides and any other guidelines described on Exhibit D. In addition,
the Professional’s design shall comply with applicable building codes, accessibility laws and regulations,
University of Florida Design and Construction Standards, University of Florida Telecommunications Standards,
and other standards of Owner in effect at the time of the design work. To the extent Owner’s standards are
higher than applicable legal requirements, such standards shall be met unless Professional obtains a variance
from Owner in writing.
2.1.3
The design and construction drawings shall be developed using AutoCAD or Building Information
Modeling (BIM) software – latest UF approved version. See Exhibit A.
2.1.4
During the design phases, Professional agrees to provide, as part of Basic Services, on-site program
and budget verification, development and review workshops necessary or desirable to develop a design,
acceptable to Owner and its user groups, which is within Owner’s budget. Such workshop(s) will be conducted
with the Construction Manager, representatives of Owner’s user groups, and the University Review Committees
with jurisdiction over the Project, and shall utilize the Charrette format. Without limitation of the foregoing, at
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the Concept Schematic Design, Advanced Schematic Design and Design Development phases, the Professional
shall support and attend presentations and shall include drawings, models, renderings, animations, and other
tools as necessary to illustrate and convey information on particulars of the design intent. This shall include site
plans with building footprint, landscape and tree removal plans, building elevations, “fly-through” digitized
renderings, and architectural details as needed. At such presentation the Professional shall also address all
issues and concerns previously identified but not yet addressed by the Professional to the University Review
Committees’ satisfaction.
2.1.5
In accordance with Owner’s policies and Design and Commissioning Services Guide, the Professional
shall develop a Basis of Design document (BOD). The BOD shall be developed initially during the first phase
of the design, updated during each subsequent design phase and finalized on or before Substantial Completion.
The BOD shall include detail appropriate to each respective phase of the design.
2.1.6
The Professional shall assist the Owner in connection with the Owner's responsibility for filing
documents required for the approval of governmental authorities having jurisdiction over the Project.
2.1.7
Professional shall provide data, calculations, and other information as needed to assist owner with its
application for energy rebates.
2.2

Pre-Design Phase (PD)
2.2.1
The Professional shall meet with the Owner to ascertain the requirements of the Project. The approved
Facilities Program shall serve as the basic planning document for the development of plans and specifications.
2.2.2
The Professional shall provide a preliminary evaluation of the Owner's Facilities Program, schedule
and construction budget requirements, each in terms of the other, subject to the limitations set forth in
Subparagraph 5.2.1.
2.2.3
After reviewing the Project requirements, the Professional shall advise the Owner of the tests and
surveys described in Article 4 that should be conducted prior to development of plans and specifications.
2.2.4
The Professional shall review with the Owner alternative approaches to design and construction of the
Project.
2.2.5
When the Professional makes submittals to the Owner or others as described in this Article 2, the
Professional shall comply with the requirements for such submittals set forth on Exhibit E.

2.3

Concept Schematic Design (CSD)
2.3.1
Based on the approved Facilities Program, schedule and construction budget requirements, the
Professional shall prepare several alternative design solutions. The Professional shall present these alternatives
to the Owner, making submittals of studies, consisting of sketches and initial concepts. After receiving the
Owner's comments, the Professional shall prepare, for approval by the Owner, Conceptual Schematic Design
Studies which shall represent one or more recommended solutions The submittal shall consist of documents,
including sketches, initial concepts, orientation, and relationships to existing and future programmed projects
and a Construction Cost Estimate Report. The Professional shall also submit the same to the Construction
Manager for review. On the basis of such review, the Construction Manager shall furnish a conceptual estimate
of Construction Cost. After working with the Construction Manager to reconcile the Construction Manager’s
estimate with the estimate submitted by the Professional, the Professional shall, if requested by the Owner,
study, consider, initiate and/or implement cost savings proposals as provided in Subparagraph 5.2.2.

2.4

Advanced Schematic Design (ASD)
2.4.1
Based upon the approved Conceptual Schematic Design studies, the Professional shall prepare, for
approval by the Owner, Advanced Schematic Design Documents consisting of drawings, 3-dimensional
renderings and other documents illustrating the scale and relationship of Project components, energy
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conservation approach and building systems parameters. The Professional shall submit to the Owner and
Construction Manager a preliminary estimate of Construction Cost based on current area, volume or other unit
costs, and the Advanced Schematic Design Documents for review. On the basis of such review the Construction
Manager shall furnish a Construction Cost Estimate Report. After working with the Construction Manager to
reconcile the Construction Manager’s estimate with the estimate submitted by the Professional, the Professional
shall, if requested by Owner, study, consider, initiate, and/or implement cost savings proposals as provided in
Subparagraph 5.2.2.
2.5

Design Development Phase
2.5.1
Based on the approved Schematic Design Documents and any adjustments authorized by the Owner in
the Facilities Program, schedule or construction budget, the Professional shall prepare, for approval by the
Owner, Design Development Documents consisting of drawings, three dimensional renderings and other
documents to fix and describe the size and character of the Project as to architectural, structural, mechanical,
plumbing, fire protection and electrical systems, materials and such other elements as may be appropriate. The
Professional shall submit the Design Development Documents, together with the Construction Cost Estimate
Report to the Owner and Construction Manager for review. On the basis of such review, the Construction
Manager shall furnish an estimate of Construction Cost. After working with the Construction Manager to
reconcile the Construction Manager’s estimate with the estimate submitted by the Professional, the Professional
shall, if requested by the Owner, study, consider, initiate, and/or implement cost savings proposals as provided
in Subparagraph 5.2.2.
2.5.2
If a life-cycle cost computer analysis is authorized by Owner under Exhibit C or by Additional
Services Authorization, the necessary documentation will be submitted with the Design Development
Documents and such submittals shall comply with Exhibit E. The Professional shall prepare data, make the
input and run a life-cycle cost computer program analysis approved by the Owner. Before preparing the data,
the Professional shall discuss the energy-saving schemes proposed for the Project with the Owner’s project
manager. When an agreement has been reached, the Professional shall document the approved energy-saving
schemes and obtain the written concurrence of the Owner’s project manager. The Professional shall make the
input and run the computer program using the following economic factors:
a). Discount rate = 7%;
b). Operating & Maintenance cost escalation = 0%;
c). Energy Replacement costs escalation = 1%;
d). Project Life = 25 years.

2.6

Construction Documents Phase
2.6.1
Based on the approved Design Development Documents and any further adjustments in the scope or
quality of the Project or in the construction budget authorized by the Owner, the Professional shall prepare and
submit to Owner and Construction Manager Construction Documents consisting of Drawings and Specifications
setting forth in detail the requirements for the construction of the Project. Construction Documents shall be
provided to Owner and Construction Manager at the 60% stage and when 100%. In the event Owner elects to
fast-track the design of certain portions of the Project, Professional shall only submit 100% Construction
Documents for such fast-tracked portions (such portions being described on Exhibit A and hereinafter referred
to as “Phase 1”), and 60% complete and 100% Construction Documents for the remainder of the Project (such
portion hereinafter referred to as “Phase 2”). Any fees associated with fast-tracking Phase 1 of the Project are
included in the fee schedule attached hereto.
2.6.2
The Professional shall submit its Construction Cost Estimate Reports to Owner at the same time as it
submits 60% Construction Documents. Upon receipt of 60% Construction Documents, the Construction
Manager shall provide its cost report to the Owner for review and comparison to the Professional’s Construction
Cost Estimate Report. Upon receipt of the Owner’s approval of 60% Construction Documents, if any, the
Professional shall prepare and submit 100% Construction Documents to the Owner and the Construction
Manager and the Construction Manager shall submit its cost report to the Owner.
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2.6.3
Upon Owner’s approval of 100% Construction Documents and the Construction Manager’s cost report,
the Construction Manager will prepare an initial Guaranteed Maximum Price proposal based on such
Construction Documents. The Professional shall resolve with the Owner any apparent discrepancy between the
final estimate of Construction Cost and the scope of work and requirements of the Owner. The Professional
shall assist the Owner in its negotiations with the Construction Manager in an effort to develop an acceptable
Guaranteed Maximum Price. If the Owner does not accept the Construction Manager’s Guaranteed Maximum
Price proposal because it exceeds Owner’s budget for the Project, the Professional shall revise the Construction
Documents in a manner acceptable to Owner and Construction Manager, to bring the Guaranteed Maximum
Price to an amount within Owner’s budget or greater amount, if approved by Owner, all in accordance with the
process described in Subparagraph 5.2.2.
2.6.4
The Owner shall cause the Construction Manager to furnish to the Owner and the Professional a
complete list of the assumptions utilized by the Construction Manager in the development of the initial
Guaranteed Maximum Price proposal and the finally agreed Guaranteed Maximum Price with respect to (a)
changes in the initial set of Construction Documents on which the proposed or agreed Guaranteed Maximum
Price is based, and/or (b) Project components not fully described in such Construction Documents. The
Professional shall review and analyze such assumptions, and shall submit a written analysis of them to the
Owner, pointing out any that, in the Professional’s opinion, are inaccurate, inconsistent with the design intent of
the Project or not in accordance with the generally accepted standards of professional practice. Upon resolution
by the Owner, Construction Manager and Professional of the issues raised in such written analysis, the
Professional shall complete or modify the Construction Documents as needed.
2.6.5
After the Guaranteed Maximum Price has been accepted by the Owner, the Professional shall
incorporate into the Construction Documents any revisions which are necessary due to inaccurate assumptions
made in the development of the Guaranteed Maximum Price.
2.6.6
For a threshold building, as defined in Chapter 553, Florida Statutes, a structural inspection plan shall
be included in the Specifications.
2.7

Bidding or Negotiation Phase
2.7.1
The Professional shall attend the Construction Manager’s pre-bid meetings with potential
subcontractors and be available to respond to questions and/or issue addenda regarding the Construction
Documents.
2.7.2
The Professional shall submit to the Owner and Construction Manager a Corrected/Conformance
Document Set incorporating all design review comments, revisions or suggestions elicited during development
of the Guaranteed Maximum Price Proposal, pre-bid inquiries, and other modifications made after the 100%
Construction Documents have been submitted to the Owner and the Construction Manager.

2.8

Construction Phase Administration of the Construction Contract
2.8.1
The Professional's responsibility to provide Basic Services for the construction phase under this
Agreement commences with the Owner's formal, written acceptance of the Construction Manager’s Guaranteed
Maximum Price Proposal. Subject to Paragraph 9.2, such responsibility shall continue until final completion
of the Project (which, in general, shall be the date when construction of the Project is completed and final
payment is due to the Construction Manager).
2.8.2
The Professional shall carry out its Construction Administration services as set forth below and in the
University of Florida Design and Commissioning Services Guide. To the extent the terms of this Agreement,
the Design and Commissioning Services Guide, and the General Terms and Conditions of the Contract for
Construction are inconsistent, the terms of this Agreement shall govern.
2.8.3
Duties, responsibilities and limitations of authority of the Professional shall not be restricted, modified
or extended without written agreement of the Owner and Professional.
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2.8.4
The Professional shall be a representative of, and shall advise and consult with, the Owner during
construction until final payment to the Construction Manager is made. The Professional shall have authority to
act on behalf of the Owner only to the extent provided in this Agreement.
2.8.5
The Professional shall attend regularly scheduled construction meetings at the Site and shall provide
such representation as may be required to fulfill the intent and interpretation of the plans and specifications for
the Project. In any event, the Professional shall visit the site the minimum number of times required on Exhibit
A, or at more frequent intervals appropriate to the stage of construction, or as otherwise agreed by the Owner
and Professional, in writing, to become familiar with the progress and quality of the Work completed and to
determine if the Work is being performed in a manner indicating that the Work when completed will be in
accordance with the construction documents. However, the Professional shall not be required to make
exhaustive or continuous on-site inspections to check the quality or quantity of the Work. On the basis of onsite observations as an architect or as an engineer, the Professional shall keep the Owner informed of the
progress and quality of the Work and shall endeavor to guard the Owner against defects and deficiencies in the
Work.
2.8.6
The Professional shall not have control over, or charge of, and shall not be responsible for,
construction means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures, or for safety precautions and programs in
connection with the Work, since these are solely the Construction Manager’s responsibility under the
Construction Manager’s Agreement. The Professional shall not be responsible for the Construction Manager’s
schedules or failure to carry out the Work in accordance with the construction documents. The Professional
shall not have control over or charge of acts or omissions of the Construction Manager, Subcontractors, or their
agents or employees, or of any other persons performing portions of the Work.
2.8.7

The Professional shall at all times have access to the Work wherever it is in preparation or progress.

2.8.8
Except as may otherwise be provided in the Contract for Construction or when direct communications
have been specially authorized, the Owner and Construction Manager shall communicate through the
Professional. Communications by and with the Professional's consultants shall be through the Professional.
2.8.9
Based on the Professional's observations and evaluations of the Construction Manager’s Applications
for Payment, the Professional shall review and certify the amounts due the Construction Manager. The
Professional's certification for payment shall constitute a representation to the Owner, based on the
Professional's observations at the Project site and on the data comprising the Construction Manager’s
Application for Payment, that the Work has progressed to the point indicated and that, to the best of the
Professional's knowledge, information and belief, the quality of the Work is in accordance with the construction
documents. The foregoing representations are subject to an evaluation of the Work for conformance with the
construction documents upon Substantial Completion, to results of subsequent tests and inspections, to minor
deviations from the construction documents correctable prior to completion and to specific qualifications
expressed by the Professional. The issuance of a Certificate for Payment shall further constitute a
representation that the Construction Manager is entitled to payment in the amount certified.
2.8.10 The Professional shall reject Work which does not conform to the construction documents. Whenever
the Professional considers it necessary or advisable for implementation of the intent of the construction
documents, the Professional will have authority to require additional inspection or testing of the Work in
accordance with the provisions of the Contract for Construction, whether or not such Work is fabricated,
installed or completed. However, neither this authority of the Professional nor a decision made in good faith
either to exercise or not to exercise such authority shall give rise to a duty or responsibility of the Professional
to the Construction Manager, Subcontractors, material and equipment suppliers, their agents or employees or
other persons performing portions of the Work.
2.8.11 The Professional shall review, approve, reject or take other appropriate action upon Construction
Manager's inquiries and submittals, such as shop drawings, product data and samples. The Professional shall
not approve any such submittals unless such submittals conform with (i) the Facilities Program and Basis of
Design; (ii) the Construction Documents; (iii) the Owner’s total budgeted Construction Cost; (iv) the
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University of Florida Design and Construction Standards; and (v) governing codes and authorities having
jurisdiction. In the event the University of Florida Design and Construction Standards exceed applicable legal
requirements, those University of Florida standards shall govern. The Professional's review shall be completed
so that all Work can be performed without delay and all products or materials may be ordered or fabricated with
sufficient time to meet the Project schedule.
2.8.12 The Professional shall prepare Change Orders, with supporting documentation and data, if the
Professional determines the same is necessary for the Owner's approval and execution in accordance with the
Contract for Construction.
2.8.13 The Professional shall conduct inspections consistent with the level of professional skill and care
required hereunder to determine the dates of Substantial Completion and Final Completion, shall receive and
forward to the Owner for the Owner's review and records, written warranties and related documents required by
the Contract for Construction and assembled by the Construction Manager, and shall issue a final Certificate for
Payment upon compliance by the Construction Manager with the requirements of the Contract for Construction.
2.8.14 The Professional shall interpret and decide matters concerning performance of the Owner and
Construction Manager under the requirements of the Contract for Construction on written request of either the
Owner or Construction Manager. The Professional's response to such request shall be made within 15 (fifteen)
calendar days of receipt of such a request.
2.8.15 Interpretations and decisions of the Professional shall be consistent with the intent of and reasonably
inferable from, the construction documents and shall be in writing or in the form of drawings. When making
such interpretations and initial decisions, the Professional shall endeavor to secure faithful performance by both
Owner and Construction Manager and shall not show partiality to either.
2.8.16 The Professional's decisions on matters relating to aesthetic effect shall be final if consistent with the
intent expressed in the construction documents, and if concurred with by the Owner.
2.8.17 The Professional shall prepare “As-Built” or record drawings at Project completion in accordance with
the requirements set forth on Exhibit E. These drawings shall include changes made to the Project by Change
Orders, Addenda to the Construction Documents, Architect’s Supplemental Information, field orders, field
reports, Requests For Information, shop drawings, other directives and submittals and information provided by
the Construction Manager.
2.8.18 The Professional shall work with Owner to pursue Owner’s goal, if any, of a Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) certification for the Project, at the level set forth on Exhibit A.
2.8.19 The Professional shall perform all of its required services relating to Substantial Completion and Final
Completion in accordance with University of Florida policies and procedures.
2.9

Post Occupancy Phase
2.9.1
The Professional shall perform all of its required services relating to final completion of construction
deliverables in accordance with the University of Florida Design and Commissioning Services Guide.
2.9.2
The Professional shall respond to Owner’s requests to review design and construction issues during the
construction warranty period; coordinate and participate in the end of the warranty period inspection in
accordance with the University of Florida Design and Commissioning Services Guide; and produce a summary
report documenting deficiencies, problems, or other outstanding items.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES

General
3.1.1
If the services described in this Article 3 are not specifically included in Basic Services or reasonably
inferable there from, they shall be paid for by the Owner as provided in this Agreement, in addition to the
compensation for Basic Services. The Additional Services shall be performed only if authorized in writing by
the Owner prior to their performance.
3.1.2
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, Professional shall not be entitled to additional
compensation if the additional services are due to defective construction documents, errors or omissions by
the Professional or its consultants, or are otherwise necessitated by the fault of the Professional or its
consultants.
3.1.3
For Additional Services being provided by consultants not included on the original Project Team,
which require no work on the part of the Professional other than administering the work thereof (i.e., securing
the services, approving the work, and invoicing on behalf of the consultant), the Professional may request a
mark-up not to exceed six percent (6%) on the consultant's fee to cover the Professional’s administrative costs.
This mark-up will be based on the complexity and time spent.
3.1.4
For Additional Services described in this Article 3, a lump sum or not-to-exceed amount which is
satisfactory to both parties shall be negotiated on each occasion of activating a specific additional services
authorization. The Professional’s staff costs associated therewith shall be based on the hourly rates set forth on
Exhibit F.
3.1.5
If Owner has determined that Owner requires certain services which are traditionally considered
Additional Services for the purpose of calculating the Professional’s fees, such services are described on
Exhibit C and compensation for such services is included in the schedule set forth on Exhibit G. For purposes
of this Agreement, such services constitute Basic Services.

3.2

Services Considered Additional Services
3.2.1
Construction phase representation at the Project site more extensive than that described in
Subparagraph 2.8.5.
3.2.2

Making revisions in Drawings, Specifications or other documents but if, and only if, such revisions are:
3.2.2.1 inconsistent with approvals or instructions previously given by the Owner; or
3.2.2.2 required by the enactment or revision of codes, laws or regulations subsequent to the
preparation of such documents and not reasonably foreseeable at the time of the preparation of such
documents.

3.2.3
Providing services required because of significant changes in the Project including, but not limited to,
size, quality, complexity and the Owner's schedule.
3.2.4
Preparing Drawings, Specifications and other documentation and supporting data in connection with
Change Orders which require design or redesign, and which are not required to correct the Construction
Documents or which are not due to oversights of the Professional.
3.2.5
Providing consultation concerning replacement of Work damaged by fire or other cause during
construction, and furnishing services required in connection with the replacement of such Work.
3.2.6
Providing services made necessary by the default of the Construction Manager, by major defects or
deficiencies in the Work of the Construction Manager, or by failure of performance of either the Owner or
Construction Manager under the Construction Manager’s Agreement.
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3.2.7
Providing services in connection with a public hearing or legal proceeding except where the
Professional is party thereto.
3.2.8
When required by the Owner, preparing documents for alternate, separate or sequential bids, except
issuing early bid packages in support of fast-track construction delivery process.
3.2.9

Programming the requirements of the Project.

3.2.10

Providing planning surveys, site evaluations or comparative studies of prospective sites.

3.2.11 Providing special surveys, environmental studies and submissions required for approvals of
governmental authorities or others having jurisdiction over the Project.
3.2.12 Providing services relative to future facilities, systems and equipment, when not specifically included
in the original Facilities Program for the Project.
3.2.13 Making measured drawings of existing construction when required for planning additions or alterations
thereto.
3.2.14 Providing coordination of construction performed by separate contractors or by the Owner's own forces
and coordination of services required in connection with construction performed and equipment supplied by the
Owner.
3.2.15 Providing interior design and other similar services required for, or in connection with, the selection,
procurement or installation of furniture, furnishings and related equipment.
3.2.16 Making investigations, inventories of materials or equipment, or valuations and detailed appraisals of
existing facilities.
3.2.17

Preparing Mylar reproducible record drawings.

3.2.18 Providing services after issuance by the Owner of the final payment to the Construction Manager,
except those services described in paragraph 2.9 which may be provided after final payment to the Construction
Manager.
3.2.19

Providing services of consultants in addition to those described on Exhibit C.

3.2.20 Preparing data, making the input, and running energy modeling and/or life-cycle cost analysis
programs.
3.2.21

Providing site surveys, geotechnical testing services or other special tests.

3.2.22

Providing special inspection on threshold buildings as defined in Chapter 553, Florida Statutes.

3.2.23 Providing prolonged contract administration and construction observation should the construction time
specified for final completion be exceeded by more than 60 days due to no fault of the Professional.
3.2.24 Providing services relating to LEED certification if such services are in addition to services otherwise
being provided and are required solely for the LEED certification.
3.2.25

Providing any other services not otherwise included in this Agreement.
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OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITIES

4.1
Owner’s Requirements. Professional acknowledges that Owner has provided Professional with information
regarding Owner’s requirements for the Project as set forth in the Facilities Program.
4.2
Project Budget. The Owner shall establish and update an overall budget for the Project, including the
Construction Cost, the Owner's other costs and reasonable contingencies related to all of these costs.
4.3
Owner’s Representative. The Owner shall designate a representative authorized to act on the Owner's behalf
with respect to the Project. The Owner or such authorized representative shall render decisions in a timely manner
pertaining to documents submitted by the Professional in order to avoid unreasonable delay in the orderly and sequential
progress of the Professional’s services.
4.4
Timeliness / Schedule. The Owner shall review and approve or take other appropriate action on all work
submittals of the Professional within the timeframes set forth in Exhibit B.
4.5
Property Survey. If required, the Owner shall furnish, or direct the Professional to obtain at the Owner's
expense, surveys describing physical characteristics, legal limitations and utility locations for the Project site, and a
written legal description of the Project site. The surveys and legal information shall include, as applicable, grades and
lines of streets, alleys, pavements and adjoining property and structures; adjacent drainage; rights-of-way, restrictions,
easements, encroachments, zoning, deed restrictions, boundaries and contours of the site; locations, dimensions and
necessary data pertaining to existing buildings, other improvements and trees; and information concerning available
utility services and lines, both public and private, above and below grade, including inverts and depths.
4.6
Geotechnical Information. If required, the Owner shall furnish, or direct the Professional to obtain at the
Owner's expense, the services of geotechnical engineers as necessary for the Project. Such services may include but are
not limited to test borings, test pits, sub-surface imaging, determinations of soil bearing values, percolation tests,
evaluations of hazardous materials, ground corrosion and resistivity tests, including necessary operations for anticipating
subsoil conditions, with reports and appropriate Professional recommendations.
4.7
Tests. The Owner shall pay for structural, mechanical, chemical, air and water pollution tests; tests for
Hazardous Substances; and, other laboratory and environmental tests, inspections and reports required by law or the
Contract Documents.
4.8
Legal, Accounting, Insurance, and Auditing Services. The Owner shall furnish all legal, accounting and
insurance counseling services as may be required by the Owner for the Project, including auditing services the
Owner may require to verify the Construction Manager's Applications for Payment or to ascertain how, or for what
purposes, the Construction Manager has used the money paid by or on behalf of the Owner.
4.9
Document Reviews. Review of Professional’s documents by the Owner shall be solely for the purpose of
determining whether such documents are generally consistent with the Owner’s intent and such review shall not relieve
the Professional of any of its responsibilities. Notwithstanding the foregoing, prompt written notice shall be given by the
Owner to the Professional if the Owner becomes aware of any fault or defect in the Project or non-conformance with the
Contract for Construction.
ARTICLE 5
5.1

CONSTRUCTION COST

Definition
5.1.1
The Construction Cost shall be the total cost or estimated cost to the Owner of all elements of the
Project designed or specified by the Professional.
5.1.2
The Construction Cost shall include the cost at current market rates of labor and materials furnished by
the Owner and Construction Manager and equipment designed, specified, selected or specially provided for, by
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the Professional, including connections to utilities, plus a reasonable allowance for the Construction Manager’s
overhead and profit.
5.1.3
The Construction Cost does not include the compensation of the Professional and Professional's
consultants, Owner’s consultants, the costs of the land, rights-of-way, fixtures, furnishings and equipment and
contingencies or other costs which are the responsibility of the Owner as provided in Article 4. For this Project,
Construction Costs shall not exceed the amount set forth on Exhibit A.
5.2

Responsibility for Construction Cost
5.2.1
Evaluations of the Owner's Project budget, preliminary estimates of Construction Cost and detailed
estimates of Construction Cost, if any, prepared by the Professional, represent the Professional's best judgment
as a design professional familiar with the construction industry. It is also recognized, however, that neither the
Professional nor the Owner has control over the cost of labor, materials or equipment, over the Construction
Manager's methods of determining bid prices, or over competitive bidding, market or negotiating conditions.
Accordingly, the Professional cannot and does not warrant or represent that bids or negotiated prices will not
vary from the Owner's Project budget or from any estimate of Construction Cost or evaluation prepared or
agreed to by the Professional.
5.2.2
Construction cost estimating shall be the responsibility of the Construction Manager. The Professional
shall furnish drawings and specifications to the Construction Manager as set forth in Article 2 above, on the
basis of which the Construction Manager shall prepare detailed estimates of Construction Cost and, at the time
identified in Article 2, a proposed Guaranteed Maximum Price. The Professional shall also furnish
Construction Cost Estimate Reports as set forth in Article 2. The Professional and Construction Manager shall
work together to reconcile any material differences in their respective estimates. Drawings and specifications
produced by the Professional shall, except as otherwise authorized or directed by the Owner, be consistent with
or reasonably inferable from design documents upon which previously reconciled cost estimates are based. The
Professional shall study and consider cost saving proposals made by the Construction Manager, shall itself
initiate such proposals when necessary and appropriate, and, at the Owner’s written request, shall incorporate
such proposals into the Drawings and specifications provided they are consistent with the design intent of the
Project and within generally accepted standards of professional practice. Such study, consideration and
incorporation shall be a Basic Service.

ARTICLE 6

USE OF PROFESSIONAL'S DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS

6.1
The Drawings, specifications and other documents prepared by the Professional for this Project are instruments
of the Professional's service for use solely with respect to this Project, except as may be expressly permitted herein. The
Professional shall be deemed the author of these documents and shall retain all common law, statutory and other reserved
rights, including the copyright. The Owner shall be permitted to retain copies, including electronic format and
reproducible copies, of the Professional's Drawings, specifications and other documents and may use the same, without
compensation to the Professional, as may be necessary or desirable in the operation, maintenance, construction and
renovation of the Project and the remainder of Owner’s campus, including, without limitation, additions or renovations to
this Project and submittals or distribution of the same to meet official regulatory requirements or other similar
requirements, provided in no event may the Owner use the Professional's Drawings, specifications, or other documents
for the construction of a new facility unless agreed to in writing by the Professional and as otherwise permitted by Florida
law.
6.2
The Professional shall have the right to include representations of the design of the Project, including
photographs of the exterior and interior, among the Professional's promotional and Professional materials. The
Professional's materials shall not include the Owner's confidential or proprietary information.
ARTICLE 7

MEDIATION OF DISPUTES

All claims, disputes and other matters in question between the parties to this Agreement shall be determined under the
judiciary system of the State of Florida. As a condition precedent to any party filing any action for a claim, dispute or
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other matter arising out of or related to this Agreement, the parties shall submit the dispute to mediation pursuant to the
American Arbitration Association Construction Industry Mediation Rules currently in effect. Either party may file a
written request for mediation with the American Arbitration Association and serve a copy on the other party. The
mediation shall be concluded within sixty (60) days of the request, unless otherwise agreed or ordered by the court. Any
legal or equitable proceedings shall be stayed pending conclusion of the mediation. The parties shall share the mediator’s
fee and other administrative costs of the mediation equally. The mediation shall be held in Alachua County, Florida,
unless the parties agree upon another location. Agreements reached in mediation shall be enforceable in any court of
competent jurisdiction as settlement agreements. The mediation proceedings shall be confidential and shall be privileged
from disclosure in any subsequent proceedings as settlement discussions.
ARTICLE 8

TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION

8.1
Termination by Owner for Default. If the Professional defaults by failing to substantially perform, in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, as reasonably determined by Owner, the Owner may give written notice to
the Professional (i) terminating this Agreement effective seven (7) calendar days from the date of notice; or (ii) setting
forth the nature of the default and requesting the Professional initiate cure within seven (7) calendar days from the date of
notice. At any time thereafter, if the Professional fails to initiate cure upon the request of the Owner and continue such
cure until complete, the Owner may give notice to the Professional of immediate termination. If the Owner terminates
this Agreement pursuant to this paragraph, and it is subsequently determined by a court of competent jurisdiction that the
Professional was not in default, then in such event said termination shall be deemed a termination for convenience as set
forth in Paragraph 8.3.
8.2
Termination by Professional for Default. If the Owner defaults by failing to substantially perform in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Professional shall give written notice the Owner setting forth the nature
of the default and requesting cure within seven (7) calendar days from the date of notice. If the Owner fails to cure within
seven (7) calendar days from the date of notice may give notice to the Owner of immediate termination.
8.3
Termination by Owner for Convenience. The Owner may at any time give written notice to the Professional
terminating this Agreement or suspending the Project, in whole or in part, for the Owner’s convenience and without
cause. If the Owner terminates this Agreement or suspends the Project, the Professional shall immediately reduce its
staff, services and outstanding commitment in order to minimize the cost of termination or suspension.
8.4
Termination Compensation. If the Agreement is terminated by the Owner pursuant to Paragraph 8.1, no
further payment shall be made to the Professional until completion of the Project. At such time, the Professional’s
compensation shall, at Owner’s option, be calculated; (i) on the basis of services actually performed and expenses
actually incurred prior to the effective termination date, or (ii) on the basis of the payment terms set forth elsewhere
herein. In either case, the Professional’s compensation shall be reduced by all costs and damages incurred by Owner as a
result of the default of Professional. If the Agreement is (i) terminated by the Professional pursuant to Paragraph 8.2; (ii)
terminated by the Owner pursuant to Paragraph 8.3; or (iii) suspended more than ninety (90) days by the Owner pursuant
to Paragraph 8.3, the Professional’s compensation shall be calculated on the basis of services actually performed and
expenses actually incurred prior to the effective termination or suspension date and reasonable costs associated with the
termination or suspension.
ARTICLE 9

PERIOD OF SERVICE

9.1
The Professional’s Basic Services shall be performed in compliance with the Project schedule attached hereto as
Exhibit B, as the same may be amended by agreement of the Owner and the Professional, in writing, subject to delays not
the fault of the Professional or its consultants.
9.2
Unless sooner terminated, this Agreement shall remain in force for the period which may reasonably be required
for the design, award of contracts and construction of the Project, including extra work and any required extension
thereto, and the post-occupancy phase contemplated by Subparagraph 2.9.
ARTICLE 10

COMPENSATION
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The Owner agrees to pay the Professional as compensation for the Professional's services:
10.1.1 For the Basic Services described in Article 2 and on Exhibit C, the lump sum amount set forth on
Exhibit G.
10.1.2 For Additional Services defined in Article 3 to be paid as a lump sum, the lump sum prescribed in the
Additional Services Authorization.
10.1.3 For Additional Services defined in Article 3 to be a not-to-exceed amount, the actual costs for such
services, which shall be equal or less than the not-to-exceed amount prescribed in the Additional Services
Authorization.
10.1.4 For the following reimbursable expenses as authorized by this Agreement in Exhibit G or by way
of an Additional Services Authorization:
10.1.4.1 Expenses of transportation, meals and lodging of principals and employees, when
traveling in connection with services and duties specifically related to this Project – other than
those services and duties defined in Article 2 – and when authorized in writing by the Owner.
Rates for transportation and meals are as set forth in §112.061, Florida Statutes, on the effective
date of this Agreement. Rates for lodging are as set forth by the General Services Administration
(GSA) on the effective date of this Agreement. See Exhibit A.
10.1.4.2 Expenses associated with reproduction of Drawings and Specifications, excluding copies for
Professional's office use and sets required at each phase for the Owner's review and approval as set
forth on Exhibit E.
10.1.4.3 Fees paid for securing approval of authorities having jurisdiction over the Project, if any.
10.1.4.4 If authorized in advance by the Owner in writing, the actual expense of overtime work
requiring higher than regular rates.
10.1.4.5 If authorized in advance by the owner in writing, the additional expense of renderings,
models, and mock-ups more extensive than those required as part of Basic Services.

10.2
Professional shall submit an Application for Payment upon completion of the milestones described on
Exhibit G, completion of authorized additional services, or incurrence of authorized reimbursable expenses.
Applications shall be on Owner’s form, shall include appropriate back-up documentation, and shall be prepared in
accordance with the requirements set forth in the University of Florida Design and Commissioning Services Guide
10.3
Undisputed payments owed shall be paid by Owner within thirty (30) days of receipt of a complete Application
for Payment.
10.4
A Vendor Ombudsman has been established within the Owner’s office of Business Affairs. The duties of
thisoffice include acting as an advocate for vendors who may be experiencing problems in obtaining timely payment(s)
from the owner. The Vendor Ombudsman may be contacted at (352) 392-1241.
10.5
Accounting records of the Professional's and any consultants it may engage pursuant hereto pertaining to this
Project shall be kept in accordance with a generally recognized accounting basis and shall be available to the Owner or
the Owner's authorized representative at mutually convenient times at no additional cost to the Owner. Owner may, upon
reasonable notice, audit the records of the Professional and other members of the Project Team during regular business
hours, during the term of this Agreement and for a period of three (3) years after final payment is made by Owner to
Professional under this Agreement or longer, if required by law. Such audits may be performed by an Owner's
representative or an outside representative engaged by Owner. For purposes hereof, "records" means any and all
information, materials and data of every kind and character, whether hard copy or in electronic form, which may, in
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Owner’s judgment have any bearing on or pertain to this Agreement, including, without limitation, books, subscriptions,
recordings, agreements, leases, contracts, commitments, arrangements, notes, daily diaries, written policies and
procedures, time sheets, payroll registers, and payroll records. Owner's authorized representative shall have reasonable
access to the Professional’s facilities, shall be allowed to interview all current or former employees to discuss matters
pertinent to this Agreement, shall be provided adequate and appropriate work space at Professional’s facilities, and shall
have such other rights of access as may be reasonably necessary to carry out an audit.
ARTICLE 11

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

11.1
Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State
of Florida without regard to its choice of laws provisions and venue shall lie in the courts in Alachua County, Florida.
11.2
Capitalized Terms. Capitalized terms used herein but not expressly defined herein shall have the meaning
ascribed thereto in the General Terms and Conditions of the Contract for Construction.
11.3
Successors and Assigns. The Owner and Professional, respectively, bind themselves, their partners, successors,
assigns and legal representatives to the other party to this Agreement and to the partners, successors, assigns and legal
representatives of such other party with respect to all covenants of this Agreement. Neither Owner nor Professional shall
assign this Agreement without the written consent of the other.
11.4
Integration. This Agreement represents the entire and integrated agreement between the Owner and
Professional and supersedes all prior negotiations, representations or agreements, either written or oral. This Agreement
may be amended only by written instrument signed by both Owner and Professional.
11.5
Third-Party Beneficiaries. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall create a contractual relationship with or
a cause of action in favor of a third party against either the Owner or Professional. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
Owner shall be an intended third party beneficiary of the Professional’s contracts with its consultants, if any.
11.6
No Contingency Fee. The Professional represents and warrants that the Professional has not employed or
retained any entity or person (other than a bona fide employee working solely for the Professional) to solicit or secure this
Agreement, and that the Professional has not paid or agreed to pay any entity or person (other than a bona fide employee
working solely for the Professional) any fee, commission, percentage, gift, or any other consideration contingent upon or
resulting from the award or making of this Agreement.
11.7
Public Access to Documents. This Agreement may be unilaterally canceled by the Owner if the Professional or
its consultants refuse to allow public access to all documents, papers, letters, or other material subject to the provisions of
Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, which are made or received by the Professional or its consultants in conjunction with this
Agreement.
11.8
Hazardous Substances. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, the Professional and its consultants shall
have no responsibility for the discovery, prior presence, handling, removal or disposal of or exposure of persons to
hazardous substances in any form at the Project site regulated by federal law or the laws of the State of Florida or county
in which the property is located, including but not limited to asbestos, asbestos products, polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)
or other toxic substances (collectively, “Hazardous Substances”). Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Professional shall
immediately notify the Owner both orally and in writing of the presence or suspected presence and location of any
Hazardous Substances on the Site of which it becomes aware.
11.9
Annual Appropriations. The State of Florida's performance and obligation to pay under this Agreement is
contingent upon an annual appropriation by the Legislature.
11.10 Public Entity Crime. The Professional represents and warrants that it is not on the convicted vendor list for a
public entity crime committed within the past thirty six (36) months. The Professional further represents and warrants
that it will neither utilize the services of, nor contract with, any supplier, subcontractor, or consultant for an amount in
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excess of $15,000.00 in connection with this Project if such supplier, subcontractor or consultant is on the convicted
vendor list for a public entity crime committed within the past thirty six (36) months.
11.11 Insurance. Professional shall carry insurance as prescribed herein. All insurance policies shall be with a
company or companies lawfully authorized to do business in Florida, and with an A.M. Best Rating of no less than
A/XV. All insurance policies shall be issued and countersigned by duly authorized representatives of such companies
and shall be written on ISO standard forms or their equivalents.
11.11.1 Professional and the consultants identified in Exhibit A shall each carry a policy or policies
covering their liability under this Agreement for any and all errors or omissions committed by them. The
coverage shall be maintained during the term of the Agreement and for at least three years following
completion of all operations to be performed. The policy or policies shall have a limit of liability not less
than the amount set forth in Exhibit A. The policy retroactive date will coincide with or precede the start of
services being provided hereunder (including subsequent policies purchased as renewals or replacements).
The Professional shall make every effort, and cause its consultants to make every effort, to maintain similar
insurance for at least three (3) years following Project completion. If the insurance is terminated for any
reason, the Professional agrees, and will cause its consultants to agree, to purchase an extended reporting
provision of at least three years to report claims arising from work that is being performed. The policy will
allow for reporting of circumstances or incidents that might give rise to future claims.
11.11.2 Professional shall carry policies covering General Liability ($1 million), Automotive Liability ($1
million), and Worker’s Compensation per the requirements of Chapter 440 of the Florida Statutes. General
and Auto Liability policies shall provide cross liability coverage.
11.11.3 For all insurance types:
11.11.3.1 Insurance policies shall require that the insurer shall provide at least thirty (30) calendar
days written notice to Owner if a policy is to be canceled, modified, or the coverage thereunder
reduced before the expiration date thereof. Professional shall provide Owner with a copy of
endorsement(s) to the policies and cancellation and/or non-renewal notices evidencing the same.
11.11.3.2 The Certificates of Insurance shall be dated and show the name of the insurer, the
number of the policy, its effective date, and its termination date.
11.11.3.3 The University of Florida Board of Trustees and the Florida Board of Governors shall be
named as additional insureds on General and Auto Liability policies.
11.11.3.4 All policies shall include a waiver of subrogation endorsement and a severability of
interests endorsement.
11.11.3.5 Owner shall not be liable for amounts that may represent a deductible in any insurance
policy, and the payment of such deductibles shall be the sole responsibility of the Professional or
consultant providing such insurance. Professional and its consultants shall reveal the amount of
such deductibles, if any, for each policy.
11.11.4 Professional shall provide copies of each insurance coverage policy required by this Agreement,
including all endorsements, riders, etc., in order to verify that contractual insurance requirements are being
satisfied. Provide such within 30 calendar days of the execution date of the Agreement and, thereafter, on
or before the expiration date of an expiring policy or upon Owner’s request.
11.12 Waiver of Certain Claims, Damages. The Professional shall not be entitled to, and hereby waives any
monetary claims for or damages arising from or related to, lost profits, lost business opportunities, unabsorbed overhead
or any indirect consequential damages.
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11.13 Breach Remedies. Owner’s selection of one or more remedies for breach of this Agreement shall not limit the
Owner’s right to invoke any other remedy available to the Owner under this Agreement or by law.
11.14 Hold Harmless. To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Professional hereby agrees to indemnify and
hold Owner and its officers and employees harmless for, from and against all liabilities, damages, losses and costs,
including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys’ fees, to the extent caused by the negligence, recklessness, or
intentionally wrongful conduct of the Professional and other persons employed or utilized by the Professional, including
its consultants, in the performance of the Agreement.
11.15

Modifications. Additional modifications to this Agreement are set forth on Exhibit H.

11.16 Exhibits. The parties acknowledge and agree that all exhibits referenced in this Agreement are attached hereto
and incorporated herein by reference.

[Signatures on Following Page]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have affixed their signatures, effective on the date first written above.

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL:
ATTEST:

Name of Firm

(NAME, TITLE AND CORPORATE SEAL)

BY:
NAME, TITLE:

AS WITNESSED BY:

DATE:

FOR THE OWNER:
THE UNIVERSITY
TRUSTEES

AS WITNESSED BY:

OF

FLORIDA BOARD

OF

BY:
Ed Poppell, Vice President
for Business Affairs
University of Florida
DATE:

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY

APPROVED

BY:

BY:
Office of the Vice President and
General Counsel
University of Florida

DATE:
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EXHIBIT A
PROJECT DESCRIPTION, CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS, SITE VISITS, LEED CERTIFICATION, CONSTRUCTION
COST, REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES, PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
Description of Project
UF Project No.: UF-xxx
UF Project Name: full project title
Location / Address: (main campus of the University of Florida)
Program: (approved Facilities Program dated xxxxx)
PM: Edit or delete as needed
2.1.3 / 2.8.17 Building Information Modeling (BIM) The Professional shall develop the design at each stage using
Building Information Modeling (BIM) software and related technologies – specifically, the 2009 or current versions of
Autodesk "Revit Architecture" for architectural, Autodesk "Revit Structure" for structural content, and Autodesk "Revit
MEP" or, as approved by the owner, Autodesk Autocad MEP for mechanical, electrical, and plumbing drawings. These
models shall be used by the Professional for design coordination, collision avoidance, and production of traditional twodimensional drawings, and may be used for energy analysis, day lighting analysis, and other building or systems analysis.
The implementation and use of BIM shall be discussed by the Professional, Owner, and Construction Manager at a BIM
kickoff meeting as early in design as possible, with the agreed-upon parameters captured by the Professional in a
document to be entitled "BIM Execution Plan." The BIM Execution Plan shall be updated and augmented by the
Professional, with concurrence and agreement by the Owner and Construction Manager, throughout design and
construction as needed to solidify details regarding terminology, schedule, content, format, risk allocation, and use of the
model(s).
Professional shall provide the BIM model(s) to the Construction Manager throughout design and construction – subject
to the limitations outlined in the BIM Execution Plan – for scheduling, coordination, resource management, estimating,
and other uses deemed beneficial to the Owner for delivery of the Project.
Professional shall update the BIM model(s) at the end of construction to reflect the actual, "as-built" conditions. Final asbuilt model(s) shall be delivered to the Owner in the BIM format(s) as originally developed or, preferably, as a fully
integrated Revit-based model containing the architectural, structural, and M/E/P content.
2.6.1

Phased Construction: Phase 1 portions of the Project are:
Itemize or write None.

2.8.5.
week.

Minimum Site Visits Required: Professional shall visit the site the minimum number of times of

per

2.8.18. LEED Certification. The LEED Certification level is established at GOLD level.
5.1.3.

Construction Cost: The Construction Cost for this Project shall not exceed $ enter amount.

10.1.4

Mileage Rate. The mileage rate for authorized travel – based on State of Florida rates on the Effective
Date of this Agreement – is $0.445 per mile.
Lodging Rate. The maximum reimbursable rate for lodging in Gainesville, Florida – based on General
Services Administration (GSA) rates on the Effective Date of this Agreement – is $93.00 per night, plus
applicable taxes. Reference www.gsa.gov/perdiem.
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EXHIBIT A CONTINUED
PROJECT DESCRIPTION, CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS, SITE VISITS, LEED CERTIFICATION, CONSTRUCTION
COST, REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES, PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
Meals. The maximum reimbursable rates for meals (only paid when overnight travel is involved) – based on
State of Florida rates on the Effective Date of this Agreement – are:
$6.00 for breakfast
$11.00 for lunch
$19.00 for dinner
$36.00 TOTAL
11.11. Professional Liability Insurance Requirements: Throughout the Project, the Professional and its
architectural, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, plumbing engineering, fire protection engineering, and
structural engineering consultants shall carry, at the Professional’s own expense, blanket Professional liability insurance
with a coverage amount of $
.
PM: Ensure PL insurance coverage amount matches what was required in the selection process.
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EXHIBIT B
PROJECT DESIGN SCHEDULE
PP #

PHASE

2.2

(PD) Pre-Design
PD Review

2.3

(CSD) Concept Schematic Design
CSD Review and CM Cost Estimate

2.4

(ASD) Advanced Schematic Design
ASD Review and CM Cost Estimate
ASHRAE Energy Model [PM Note: Delete/Move to different design phase if
needed]
(DD) Design Development Phase and Cost Report and Life-Cycle Cost Analysis
DD Review and CM Cost Estimate

2.5

2.6

60% Construction Documents and Cost Report
60% CDs Review and CM Cost Estimate

2.6.1

(GMP) 100% CDs Early bid package
100% Site CDs Review and CM Site GMP

2.6.3

(GMP) 100% Construction Documents and Cost Report
100% CDs Review (incl. State Fire Marshall) and CM GMP
ASHRAE Energy Model [PM Note: Delete/Move to different design phase if
needed]

2.7.3

(CCD) Corrected/Conformance Document Set

START

END

Bidding and Buyout
Construction
2.8.19

(SC) Substantial Completion Deliverables

2.9.1

(FC) Final Completion Deliverables

2.9.2

(PO) Post Occupancy Inspection & Report
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EXHIBIT C
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES AND CONSULTANTS
BASIC SERVICES
(THIS SCHEDULE LISTS SERVICES INCLUDED IN THE LUMP SUM FEE INITIALLY BASED ON THE FPC DESIGN SERVICES FEE CURVE AND
INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL FEES AND SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS AS SET FORTH ON THE EXHIBIT G)
SERVICES
CONSULTANTS
Yes
No
Architectural Design
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Civil Engineering
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Landscape Architecture
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Structural Engineering
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Mechanical Engineering
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Electrical Engineering
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Plumbing Engineering
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Fire Protection Eng. (incl. hydraulic calculations) (name of firm)
Yes
No
BICSI Communications Distribution Designer
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Cost Estimating & Report
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Renderings/Models/Animations
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Audio-Visual Systems Integration & Design
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Security Systems Integration & Design
(name of firm)
(THIS SCHEDULE LISTS OTHER SERVICES TO BE INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL FEES AND SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS AS SET FORTH IN EXHIBIT G)
SERVICES
CONSULTANTS
Yes
No
Topographical Survey
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Geotechnical Survey
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Radon Survey
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Existing Conditions Survey
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Threshold Inspection
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Detailed Cost Estimating
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Historic Research & Explorative Testing
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Hazardous Materials Survey / Work Plan
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Life-Cycle Cost Analysis
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Energy Model
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Acoustics Consultation
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Furniture Design and Selection
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Fast-Track Design (early site package)
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Additional Design Team Site Visits
(name of firm)
Yes
No
HVAC Commissioning
(name of firm)
Yes
No
IEQ/IAQ Commissioning
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Building Envelope Commissioning (incl. roof)
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Programming, Site Selection, Benchmarking
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Lab and Cleanroom Design
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Process Engineering and “Fit-Out”
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Vibration Analysis
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) and Radio (name of firm)
Frequency Interference (RFI) Analysis
Yes
No
Cleanroom Certification
(name of firm)
Yes
No
Validation
(name of firm)
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EXHIBIT D
APPLICABLE GUIDELINES AND PROVISIONS
1.1.2

Applicable Guidelines:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Owner’s policies and project management guides listed under “Forms and Standards” at
www.facilities.ufl.edu.
…
…
…
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EXHIBIT E
REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBMITTALS TO OWNER
FULL SIZE HALF SIZE
S&S
S&S

PHASE
2.2

Pre-Design Phase (PD)
Revised Facilities Program

Plus electronic copy on CD

3

2.3
Concept Schematic Design (CSD)
2.3.1 CSD Construction Cost Estimate

4

2.4
Advanced Schematic Design (ASD)
2.4.1 ASD Construction Cost Estimate
ASHRAE Energy Model
2.5.2 Life Cycle Cost Analysis
2.1.4 UF Committees Presentation - Schematic Review

4

2.5

4

PROJECT-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

4
3 copies

Design Development Phase (DD)

4

1
3

Plus 2 site plans w/footprint and tree removal plan
3 copies
including input and output data
Site plan w/footprint, tree removal plan, parking
impact – electronic and/or mounted full-size

2.5.1 DD Construction Cost Report
2.5.2 Life Cycle Cost Analysis
2.1.4 UF Committees Presentation - DD Review

3

2.6
60% Construction Documents (CDs)
2.6.1 60% CDs Construction Cost Report

4
1

2.6
100% Construction Documents (CDs)
2.6.1 100% CDs Construction Cost Report
ASHRAE Energy Model

3

2.7.3 Corrected/Conformance Document Set

4

Plus 2 site plans; 1 landscape set; exterior lighting plan
(w/photometrics)
3 copies
Site plan w/footprint, parking & jobsite management
plan; 3D model; landscape plan; elevations and other
renderings – electronic and/or mounted full-size

4
1 copy, plus electronic copy of all input and output
data

*

4

* see below
3 copies
including input and output data

3

*

1

* see below

Addendums, Supplemental Instructions, RFIs

3

*

2

* only if completely new sheets issued

2.8.17 Record drawings & specifications (As-Builts)

1

FPC
User Group
PPD
EH&S / ADA

CSD
1 set
2 sets
2 sets
1 set
--

SFM (via EH&S)
OIT / HealthNet
Cx Consultant
Trans & Park’g
UFPD

1 set
CD-ROM
Site plan
Site plan

FPC REVISED: JANUARY 2011

1

Original “red lined” set and corrected AutoCAD files
on recorded CD or DVD.

ASD
1 half
1 full; 1 half
1 full; 1 half
1 full

DD
1 half
1 full; 1 half
1 full; 1 half
1 full

60% CDs
1 half
1 full; 1 half
1 full; 1 half
1 full

--

--

--

1 half
CD-ROM
Site plan
Site plan

1 half
CD-ROM
Site plan
Site plan

1 half
CD-ROM
Site plan
Site plan
Ext. lighting

100% CDs
1 half
1 full; 1 half
1 full; 1 half
1 full (no permit)
2 full S&S (permit)
1 S&S specs + 2
full S&S drawings
1 half
CD-ROM
Site plan
Site plan
Ext. lighting

CBDs
1 full
1 full
1 full
2 full S&S
Varies;
see EH&S
1 half
CD-ROM
---
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PROJECTS

AGREEMENT BETWEEN OWNER AND PROFESSIONAL

EXHIBIT F
ADDITIONAL SERVICES RATES
Architect
Principal Architects
Registered Architects
Intern Architects
CAD Technician
Clerical Support

$
$
$
$
$

MEP Engineer
Principal Engineers
Registered Engineers
Intern Engineers
CAD Technician
Clerical Support

$
$
$
$
$

Other Consultant
Principal Engineers
Registered Engineers
Intern Engineers
CAD Technician
Clerical Support

$
$
$
$
$
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PROJECTS

AGREEMENT BETWEEN OWNER AND PROFESSIONAL

EXHIBIT G
SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS – BASIC SERVICES
PHASE

2.2

(PD) Pre-Design Phase

2.3

FEE %
2

1

FEE

%

$

(CSD) Concept Schematic Design

%

$

2.4

(ASD) Advanced Schematic Design
ASHRAE Energy Model [delete/move to different design phase if needed]

%
%

$
$

2.5
2.5.2

(DD) Design Development Phase
Life Cycle Cost Analysis and Report

%
%

$
$

2.6

60% Construction Documents

%

$

2.6

(100% CD) 100% Construction Documents
ASHRAE Energy Model [delete/move to different design phase if needed]

%
%

$
$

2.7
2.7.3

(B/N) Bidding or Negotiation Phase 3
(CCD) Corrected/Conformance Document Set

%

$

2.8

(CA) Construction Phase Administration of the Construction Contract 4

%

$

2.8.19 (SC) Substantial Completion Deliverables
2.9.1 (FC) Final Completion Deliverables
ASHRAE Energy Model [delete/move to different phase if necessary]

%
%
%

$
$
$

2.9.2

(PO) Post Occupancy Inspection & Report

%

$

SUB-TOTAL FEES (LUMP SUM)
Not-To-Exceed Allowance for Reimbursable Expenses
TOTAL BASIC SERVICES FEES

100%

10.1

$
$
$

1.
2.
3.
4.

Fee % indicates proportion of lump sum items to the Sub-Total.
A portion of CSD fee may be distributed to pre-design (PD) phase site investigations, program reviews and as-built surveys.
Bidding/Negotiation Phase fees will be paid in increments based on actual bid packages. These bid packages will be developed after the
Project has progressed, and the payment schedule for Bidding/Negotiation Phase fees will be determined at that time.
Construction Administration Phase payments to be paid in monthly increments in proportion to payments made to Construction
Manager.

The following guideline is for general reference only. Tailor the above table as needed, then delete this note and the
following table:
CSD
ASD
DD
60% CDs
100% CDs
CBDs
C.A.
S/C and F/C Deliverables
Post-Occupancy
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10%
15%
20%
15%
15%
2%
20%
2%
1%
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN OWNER AND PROFESSIONAL

EXHIBIT H
PROJECT SPECIFIC MODIFICATIONS
12.18

Modifications to the Agreement Between Owner and Professional.

[Insert modifications or Write "None"]
PM/Author: Out-of-state firms may be entitled to reimbursement of travel expenses related to Basic Services. If so,
address here with a modification of paragraph 10.1.4.
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